The title sheet gives us the
project location, the owner
(County of San Diego), and
other contract information

These are peoples driveways

The new bridge goes here (not shown)
The new bridge must be 32 ft wide,
and span 62 ft in length (twice as long
as the existing bridge)

You can see the old, existing bridge
outlines, here

Plan view (overhead) of the new bridge

The existing bridge is
shown here (faintly)

Elevation (side view) of the new bridge

Here is a brief construction sequencing plan

These are the 'actual' bridge plans
developed by this company

Sometimes these brass benchmarks
are hard to find after 60 years!

A new, rebuilt West-end foundation
structure (no pilings on this end,
apparently)

A new, long retaining wall
sitting on numerous concrete pilings

'CIDH' means cast-in-drilled-hole.
i.e. they are not 'driven' pilings.

This is the end (the East end) that was failing.
It will have a completely new foundation with
numerous concrete pilings sticking about 10'
into the ground

This shows the new East-end abutment
and foundation/footing. It will rest on numerous
concrete pilings. The pilings are about 10' long,
apparently, and transfer the weight of the bridge
down to solid 'strata' beneath the riverbed.
They also keep the foundations from sliding,
if they ever have a tendency to do so.

The entire concrete roadway sits
on 2" thick plastic pads on both ends!
(really durable plastic....)

These are the 'rebar' details.
Rebar gives the concrete tensile and shear
strength, and also helps control 'shrinkage
cracking'.

The new bridge roadway will be entirely made of a 2-feet thick piece of concrete (reinforced of course).
There are no steel girders whatsoever! Just two big slabs of concrete, joined down the middle with a poured-in-place 'construction joint'.

Bridge railings...

Big, 24" diameter concrete pilings
underneath the East abutment. The
pilings are necessary to extend the foundation
down to suitable 'load-bearing strata'.

16" diameter concrete pilings supporting the long
retaining wall along the East approach

This is the elevation (side view) of the East approach to the bridge, showing the
guardrail and decorative architectural stone which is to cover the retaining wall.

